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Iron Lung Gong is a Qigong for the lungs. I created this form because at this moment, the whole world is 
suffering from the spread of COVID 19. Everyone has been affected in some way. Those who have better 
immune systems have been able to recover and some do not even have any symptoms though they still 
carry the virus. Others have become very ill and many have died.  However, if our immune system is strong, 
then we will have a better chance to survive but we need to boost our immune system and make our lungs 
strong. We do this in the form through special breathing and movements. The numbers 4, 6, 7 and 9 relate 
with metal element, so repeat some movements this number of times as metal element connects with our 
lungs. Also, in Qigong knowledge the west direction is good for the lungs. I hope that the more people 
practise this form regularly, then fewer people will get sick. 

口訣 Poem  
肺强呼吸强 Breathing well because the lungs are strong 
肺弱呼吸弱 Breathing shallow because the lungs are weak 
鐵肺大呼吸 Strong lungs need deep breaths 
病毒難入心 Then the virus cannot attack our bodies 
青氣收入肺 Natural Qi comes into our lungs 
腎臟儲丹能 Then Qi stores in our kidneys 
八卦走兩邊 Walking the Bagua in both directions 
七步推拉上 Seven Star Walking with pushing and pulling 
丹田順逆轉 Circling the Dantian both clockwise and anti-clockwise 
收氣鐵肺功 Collecting the Qi to the Dantian with the lungs shouting 
 

 
1. 放鬆站立 Relaxed Stance 
2. 天地接氣 Receiving Qi from the  

     Heaven and Earth 
3. 鐵肺開穴 Opening the Points with  

     Iron Lung 
4. 强腎點竅 Strengthening the Kidney Area 
5. 猛虎推山 Tiger pushes the Mountain 
6. 左右鐵肺 Iron Lung to the Left and Right 
7. 上下固腎 Strengthening the Kidneys Up 

      and Down 
8. 靈氣入肺 Spiritual Qi goes into the Lungs 
9. 觀天探地 Look up the Sky and Check the  

     Earth 
10. 雙拳打出 Punching Outwards with two Fists 
11. 前後開弓 Opening the Bow to the Front  

     and Back 
12. 騰雲駕霧 Walking on the Cloud 

13. 貫氣入肺 Bring Qi into the Lungs 
14. 分霧尋日 Separating the Fog to Look  

     for the Sun 
15. 單山推掌 Single Mountain Palm Pushing 
16. 單肘拉步 Single Elbow Pulling Walk 
17. 拍打鐵肺 Slapping the Iron Lung 
18. 撞擊腎門 Stimulating the Kidney Gates 
19. 童子下蹲 Child Squats Down 
20. 雲遊天上 Travelling around the Sky 
21. 大雁旋膀 Wild Goose Rotates its Wings 
22. 大雁收翅 Wild Goose Closes its Wings 
23. 深根入地 Deep Roots Extend to the Ground 
24. 藤攀屋牆 Wisteria Stretches up the Wall 
25. 長根進土 Deep Roots Spread into the Soil  
26. 丹田旋轉 Circling the Dantian 
27. 鐵肺震天 Iron Lung Shakes the Sky 
28. 收功   Shou Gong 

 


